
 THE ICONOGRAPHY OF ST. SOFIA CHURCH IN VALLEY FORGE  

First of all, I would like to thank from my heart  His Eminence metropolitan 

Evangelos for giving us the permission to work in St. Sofia Parish, the faithful 

members of St. Sofia Parish in Valley Forge, the church parish council and the parish 

council president, John Papademetriou; Fr. Peter Thonsberg, the Architect Christo 

Kamages for his masterpiece of a creation; and naturally, all of you who are with us 

today  to share the joy of presenting the church’s wall paintings.

Before I proceed to a brief presentation of the work we did here during the last 6 

weeks I would like to expresses my gratitude to Mr. Dean Laskaris And His wife 

Nina,  not only  because they sponsored the main part of the Iconography,  but also 

because they  were the people who inspired this project. Their attitude is really the best 

example we can have as Orthodox Christians because Iconography, the narrating of an 

Orthodox church, is something much more than the decoration of the space.  It is not 

simply  an attempt, to place religious themes on the wall with a didactic or instructive 

purpose and the creation of a pleasing and beautiful effect.

“I narrate the Church” means in reality that I render with artistic media the experience 

of the body of the Church for life; it means that I make visible the belief that the 

Church is the unity  of Son of God and man in the person of Christ; that the Church is 

the unity of all as it  is declared in the words of the Divine Liturgy. Therefore, when 

the iconographer undertakes the difficult work of recording the themes of the History 

of the Divine Economy he must have in his mind and in his heart that he must create a 

painted installation which is more than a simple series of independent images upon 

the walls.

He is obligated to unite everything and to create an organic unity in which will be 

seen that all things are connected in a state of love, in which there is no disruption , 

conflict, strife, and antagonism. And then more, following the byzantine painting 

tradition, he is to attempt to handle the painted space and time in such a way as to 

bring as much as is depicted into the liturgical presence of the Church; to give to the 



beholder the sense that whatever is depicted did not just live  in the past and is frozen 

in another time period, but is alive, and that they live among us in a wonderful unity 

(greeek) (with us in the body of Christ).

The Church of St. Sofia  in Jeffersonville  from its architectural construction has all 

the presuppositions to receive artwork  with the Characteristics that I described 

earlier. It is a Church which is based upon traditional architectural solutions, but it’s a 

n original contemporary  building with incredible internal and external unity   which 

the beholder who enters immediately feels.  Nothing is static in this church.  The 

movement which the architect Christo Kamages gave unites all of the elements of 

construction  and this masterful (greek) use of movement gives the sense of unity 

which is  felt  not only by the faithful, but by every person who enters this church.For 

me this wonderful church gives to the faithful a taste of the qualities of Paradise. 

Personally, I’d like to publicly thank the architect, who with his creation gave us as 

the artists the ability to create the artistic unity continuing on the reality  which he 

initiated. Without the foundation of his work, whatever we did would have been little

The iconography of the dome, the Pendentives  and the apse of the altar which we did 

in this phase of the project mostly  followed the traditional iconography which is based 

on theological interpretation of the building of the church as an image of Christ, the 

Godman, in which divine and human nature were united in an indivisible, unconfused, 

and unalterable (greek) manner.

The hemisphere of the dome symbolizes divine nature, while the square of the nave 

symbolizes human nature. Their union is an image of Christ. So for this reason Christ 

the Pantokrator is always depicted in the highest point of the dome according to 

tradition, surrounded by angels and Heruvim. 

In the next zone are the prophets, who inspired by the spirit of God, spoke about the 

incarnation and the coming of the Messiah.

In this next zone we developed , maybe for the first time  in an Orthodox Church , the 

Illustration of Psalm 148. The universe Glorifies God. Angels, Mountains, Trees, the 

sea, Dragons, creatures of Water, animals and birds, and the humankind Praises the 



Lord. This illustration depicts and visualizes what should be the attitude of the 

Creation towards  God who created the World. 

In the pendentives, we drew the Evangelists, who recorded the incarnation and the life 

of Christ in the world. In the same space, we painted the  main events of  Divine 

History.   The remarkable way in which the Architect designed the building gave us 

the ability to create  one large composition in which The Evangelists  participate. This 

large Icon, the largest I have ever painted, it is approximately 190 sm., is composed 

by 5 evangelical scenes and the Four Evangelists.  Starts from the Annunciation of the 

Virgin Mary, goes to St. Matthew the evangelist, to Nativity of Christ, to St. John the 

theologian, to Baptism, to St. Luke, to Crucifixion  to St. Mark and ends to Anastasis 

Icon which illustrates the redemption of Human kind from the slavery of death.

Finally, in the niche of the Apse, we painted the traditional Virgin Mary with the 

Christ Child, called Wider than the Heavens. This icon shows the mystery of the 

incarnation and the salvation of humankind. 

In Conclusion, I would like to thank with all of my heart my coworkers and fellow 

artists: Kanellos Kanellopoulos, John Argyrou, Andoni Balla, Chronis Vichos and 

Panayiota Kotsochioni. Without their help, this work would not have been able to be 

done.

Thank you all.


